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Shape Products
Innovators of Window Well Solutions

In August of this year, AmeriLux proudly announced the strategic acquisition of Shape Products. The
Wisconsin-based company is a leader in the thermoforming and compression molding industry with a
focus on window wells and window well covers. Their extensive product offering provides numerous
window well solutions that are affordable, durable, and aesthetically appealing.

Window Well Covers
Shape Products has been manufacturing high-quality window well covers for the last 20 years. The
company has built a solid reputation for being honest, reliable, and dependable.
- The dome-shaped window well cover from Shape Products
features a flexible design constructed from heavy-weight, UVresistant polycarbonate plastic. Ideal for above-grade
applications, this versatile cover can be used on any window well
or brand that fits similar size specifications.
- Like their dome-shaped cover, Shape Products' universal fit
window well cover is manufactured from a durable
polycarbonate material that is virtually unbreakable. This easy to
remove cover is designed for below-grade applications and may
be used on a wide variety of window well shapes, sizes, and
brands.
- Affordable and available in many different sizes, circular and
elongated bubble window well covers from Shape Products are

made from a strong, medium-weight plastic. These molded,
bubble-styled covers are designed for windows above grade and
can be used on a multitude of common well sizes.

- Shape Products offers a wide selection of flat window well covers in a variety of shapes and sizes.
These flat-topped covers are constructed from a tough and hard-wearing polycarbonate plastic with a
clear UV formula, ensuring years of reliable use.
- In addition, made to order window well covers are an available option if a standard size does not
work and will be custom built by Shape Products to address specific customer needs.
Shape Products window well covers provide excellent protection against rain, leaves, pests, and
potential falls into a window well.

Window Wells
Combining state of the art equipment and skilled operators, Shape Products is able to provide
innovative window well solutions that offer the best view from a basement living space.
- Designed to create visually appealing backdrops
while letting in plenty of natural light, Shape
Products egress window wells are known for their
durability, realistic look, and simple installation.
These one-piece, fiberglass window well systems
offer multiple escape steps for a safe and easy
emergency exit.
- Constructed from 50% recycled plastics, Shape Products plastic area
window wells are durable and will keep out the dirt, gravel, and other
debris. These molded window wells feature pre-drilled holes for easy
installation and are stackable for combination heights.
Whether you are a homeowner installing a window well cover, or a
contractor putting in an egress window well, the process will be quick
and straightforward. These products are designed with simplicity in mind and are easy to install.
With such a broad range of capabilities, Shape Products is also able to offer custom thermoforming,
compression molding, and fiberglass projects. The team can work with existing molds or help design a
new concept from scratch. Whatever the needs may be, Shape Products can be a trusted resource for
a custom project of any size.
Shape Products has grown its product offering over the past two decades to be the world’s largest
and most dependable selection of egress window wells and window well covers. The dedicated team
at Shape Products takes immense pride in the quality and workmanship of its products. AmeriLux is
excited to incorporate these products into its existing portfolio, bringing even more value to its
customers, partners, and other stakeholders.
For additional product details and information, please visit the Shape Products website at
https://shapeproducts.org/.

Featured Product
Agrilite™ Corrugated PVC Liner Panels

Impact resistant and rust-proof, Agrilite™ corrugated PVC liner
panels are an economical alternative to metal in agricultural,
industrial, and commercial applications.
The panels are lightweight and can be cut with basic woodworking
tools for easy installation. They never require painting or refinishing
and can be easily cleaned with conventional spray equipment.
Agrilite™ panels are a great choice for the most demanding
applications.
Ease of installation
Low maintenance
Remarkable durability
Outstanding versatility

Agrilite™ is available
in Greca and 9"
profiles. Call
888.602.4441 or email
us for help with your
next project!
Product Brochure

DIY Tip of the Month
Fall Clean Up

Frequently Asked
Polycarbonate Question
Q: Can you print on multiwall
polycarbonate panels?
A. Yes! Multiwall polycarbonate is
printable and a great material
option for decorative barriers,
partitions, and sliding doors.
Multiwall panels are often used as a
replacement for solid polycarbonate
and acrylic due to their durable yet
lightweight structure. These
translucent panels can be printed on
either the front or back surface,
offering custom design solutions for
residential and commercial spaces.

Although rain showers will deal with most of the dirt and
dust that accumulates on polycarbonate sheets, leaves
and other debris can pile up quickly on outdoor
structures. Regular cleanings will improve their
appearance, help maintain high light transmission, and
prolong the life of the sheets.
Cleaning Tips:
- Use a mild dish detergent with a soft rag or sponge
- Never use aggressive cleaning agents or rough sponges
- Rinse sheets to remove any soap residue
- Dry with a soft cloth to prevent water spots
- Always test on a small area of the sheet first
- Click here for cleaning video

How Circadian Rhythm Works

More FAQs

Links of Interest
Eight examples of indoor polycarbonate applications
Flour factory in Brazil is refurbished and extended, featuring a new service area covered with
corrugated polycarbonate sheets
Pavilion in Sweden serves as a functional public art piece, covered entirely with polycarbonate
sheets

Company Highlights
Meet the A-Team
Employee Spotlight | Shelly Koch
Looking for a new career challenge, Shelly joined the AmeriLux
Logistics A-Team this past spring. With fourteen years of
experience growing large corporate accounts for a big
transportation and logistics company, Shelly brings a lot of
valuable knowledge and experience to her role as an Account
Manager and Broker.
"Building solid relationships with both my customers and carriers
is the easiest way to describe my role," Shelly said. "I work daily
with amazing customers and help them grow their logistics
businesses. Plus, I get to build carrier relationships and help fill
their equipment with freight."
Shelly is enjoying learning about and finding the best solutions for
the accounts she's aligned with - both on the customer and carrier
side. She's always looking to find that win-win!

"I love being part of
something growing
and making a daily
impact with my
team and
customers."

Communication is Our Currency
At AmeriLux, we know communication is key. Directly, respectfully,

and thoughtfully working with one another and with our customers is
essential to our success.

How We Succeed
At AmeriLux

"We seek deeper, more profound connections that
build authentic relationships. We look to create
maximum value in our daily exchanges with one
another through presence of mind and body."
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